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That is, the deflection is unaffected by the self-inductance of the shunt.
The constant K is determined by passing a direct current through the instrument, the potential ciirrent in that case being,
.^(/-z)r. To investigate the effect of eddy currents in the fixed coil or in any masses of metal near the moving coils, assume a third circuit C (Fig. 7) Let /be the current in the fixed coil, its phase being taken as zero.^' 2 -^' -i-\-J^"-i '^^t he current in the moving coil circuit.
l^-i\-\-ji"^_ is the current in the eddy current circuit.
The electromotive force /f., in the edd\' current circuit is then neglecting the insignificant effect of the small current I^, (") Rosa.] The Cojiipensated Electrodyna^nometer.
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Dhiding E.^by the impedance of the eddy current circuit, P M,RJ (13) The electromotive force E.^acting in the moving-coil circnit is due to the mutual inductance of the other two circuits. Thus: 
The resultant torque on the moving coil system is due to the current /g in the fields due to / and /g. The /j\ rectangular components of these currents, 
